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Abstract

Phong shading is a very well known shading algorithm for producing realistic images. Real-time Phong shading has on the whole remained too expensive for hardware implementations, either because of excessive computational complexity or because of large storage requirements. The algorithm presented here is designed to produce Phong shaded pixels with the smallest incremental cost using the least storage possible. Its incremental pixel cost is 5 additions with 3 registers to store and accumulate forward differences. This method is well suited to fast hardware implementations but, because of its accuracy and extensibility, it is also an attractive software solution. A quadratic expression based on angular interpolation for Phong shading is derived which involves neither further approximations beyond those implicit in the Phong model for vector interpolation nor table lookup for exponent evaluation. These benefits are paid for by increased polygon and scanline preprocessing compared to earlier methods.

The method can deal with the case where the viewer and light source are inside the scene, that is, when the light or viewer direction varies over the shaded surface. Extensions deal with pixel integration anti-aliasing and these require cubic rather than quadratic interpolation. The paper contains a detailed analysis of the costs and benefits of the new method and previous methods of optimizing or approximating the Phong shading algorithm.
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1. Introduction.

Phong shading is a very well known method for rendering objects which have been approximated with planar polygonal facets (see [5]; an excellent overview of the topic is given in [9]). This shading method gives a smooth rounded appearance to the objects and provides fairly good highlights corresponding to point light sources. This method is less likely to miss highlights and it suffers less from Mach banding than the more common shading method employed for high speed rendering: Gouraud shading.

Phong shading would be of real benefit in interactive applications, such as computer-aided design, if it could be done in (near) real-time (i.e., 12-30 complete pictures per second). More advanced algorithms such as ray tracing and radiosity would be better, but for interactively changing environments these methods are not yet remotely feasible computationally. The problem up to now has been that, even for Phong shading, the computational complexity has been too high for the kind of hardware found in graphics workstations.
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The overall aim of our research, of which we report on one aspect here, is to develop a new architecture for an interactive workstation [11]. The graphics requirements are essentially real-time support of the Phigs+ standard, where Phong shading has been chosen as the best quality shading method. A novel feature of the architecture is that there is no frame buffer — this was done mainly to improve interactive performance, but one could also argue that if 24 frames per second are needed then one might as well do 60 frames per second and get rid of the frame buffer which becomes a bottle-neck at high update rates. This feature has a number of implications, for example, that the smallest pick primitive becomes a visible surface and not a pixel, and that object space hidden surface removal is required. It also means that fully shaded pixels for multiple light sources have to be produced every 12ns, depending on resolution. The algorithm presented here has been implemented partially in custom VLSI to achieve this rate.

1.1 Fast Realistic Rendering in Dynamic Interactive Environments.

Standards of realism are constantly being improved. We shall restrict ourselves to that degree of realism which can be achieved at more-or-less real-time rates, at least 12 frames per second and preferably 24 or more. This frame rate must be realised in an interactive setting where the user is free to alter the models being rendered, the position of the lights and the viewpoint.

The current state-of-the-art for fast high quality rendering is real-time Gouraud shading. The challenge is to do better than that. In spite of advances in radiosity algorithms the current aim is to keep quality images during interaction with progressive refinement of static pictures (see for example [2], or other papers on progressive refinement radiosity in the same publication). Ray tracing approaches to rendering show no promise of real-time solutions.

The next hurdle to be taken in real-time realism is therefore the Phong illumination equation. It may be written as follows, if we use the \( h \) vector introduced by Blinn [4] instead of the original formulation:

\[
I = a \ C_0 \ C_L + d \ C_0 \ C_L (n \cdot l) + s \ C_s \ C_L (n \cdot h)^{gloss}
\]

(1)

Where colours are governed by the following terms:

- \( a \) coefficient of ambient reflection
- \( d \) coefficient of diffuse reflection
- \( s \) coefficient of specular reflection
- \( gloss \) exponent of the Phong shading model — measures glossiness of the object.

Geometry is specified by following unit vectors:

- \( n \) normal to the object
- \( l \) direction of the light source from the object
- \( h \) direction halfway between eye and light — direction of maximum highlight.

For Gouraud shading the components are evaluated at the vertices of the polygon which is to be shaded and the resultant colours are linearly interpolated over the facet. Clearly the values in the interior of the facet cannot be higher than those on the vertices, so if a maximum lies inside the facet it will be missed. For the Phong shading algorithm the normals themselves are linearly interpolated across the polygon and the shading Equation (1) evaluated at each interior point. If the light source and viewer are modelled as being within the scene then the \( l \) and \( h \) vectors are interpolated in the same way.

The major cost in Phong shading is the renormalization via a square root and a division which has to occur after each vector interpolation step. The best optimization still incurs this cost (see Section 2.1). Because pixel values need only limited accuracy look-up tables
can be used for square roots and exponentiation. Real-time rates are possible if enough
hardware is dedicated to the problem [6, 8].

Another approach to this problem is to simplify the Phong shading model. Here one
should be beware of producing expensive Gouraud shaders due to over simplification, or
of producing methods which cannot deal with the extreme cases which occur in practice.
On the other hand Phong shading in itself nothing more (or less) than a very good practical
approximation to real shading effects — it is not a holy Grail which may not be sullied.

The rest of the paper develops as follows: there is next (Section 2) a survey of previous
optimizations and simplifications of the Phong method. In Section 3 we introduce our
method, quadratic Phong shading via angular interpolation, which has the lowest pixel
cost in terms of time and storage of any method we are aware of. Section 4 is a detailed
comparison of the various methods in terms of their complexity and compares the visual
appearance of the angular interpolation method with standard shading methods. Section 5
summarizes our conclusions. An appendix has been added with pseudo-code to guide
readers who may wish to implement the angular interpolation method.

2. Optimizing the Phong Shading Model.

The Phong shading algorithm has been around long enough for it to have gone though
several cycles of optimization, some of these were:

1. The original formulation [5], which can now be found in most graphics texts
   (e.g., [9]).
2. Introduction of the \( \mathbf{h} \) vector which essentially replaces the reflection vector
   [4].
3. Duff’s optimization which allowed incremental computation of a number of
   the terms [7].
4. Bishop and Weimer’s quadratic Taylor series approximation, followed by
   explicit exponentiation of the specular term, for pixel evaluation [3].

The first two cycles of optimization have already been dealt with in the introduction. The
other two will follow in the next subsections.

2.1 Incremental Calculation of the Phong Shading Terms.

For triangle primitives the linearly interpolated vectors can be written as the unique
combination of three vectors, \( a, b, c \):

\[
\mathbf{n}(x, y) = ax + by + c \quad (2a)
\]

A typical calculation is then to find \( \mathbf{I} \cdot \mathbf{n} \), and Duff [7], pointed out that such expressions
may be written in the form:

\[
\mathbf{I} \cdot \mathbf{n}(x, y) = \frac{ax + by + c}{\sqrt{dx^2 + eyx + fy^2 + gx + hy + i}} \quad (2b)
\]

where the terms a ... i are various combinations of scalar products of the vectors involved
(see [3] for more detail on this equation). The right hand side of Equation 2b can be
evaluated by finite differences. This calculation involves some overhead to find the terms
a ... i, and the differences on each scanline. For each pixel the evaluation of (2b) requires 3
additions, a reciprocal square root and a multiplication. The specular term also requires an
exponentiation, but the denominator is shared between the terms.

If \( \mathbf{I} \) (or \( \mathbf{h} \)) is also to be interpolated then the terms become somewhat more complex. The
numerator is a quadratic and the denominator the square root of the product of two
quadratics. The specular term again requires a further exponentiation and only one of the
quadratic terms under the square root can be shared between the diffuse and specular terms. Thus the shading equation has the following form:

\[ I = \text{constant} + \frac{\text{quadratic}_1}{\sqrt{\text{quadratic}_2 \text{quadratic}_3}} + \left( \frac{\text{quadratic}_4}{\sqrt{\text{quadratic}_2 \text{quadratic}_5}} \right)^n \] (2c)

### 2.2 Taylor Series Approximation.

The expense of the optimization presented in Section 2.1 lies mainly in the reciprocal square root. To avoid this the whole right hand side of Equation 2b can be expressed as a two-dimensional Taylor series approximation [3]. It turns out that using only the terms up to second order provides sufficient accuracy. The diffuse term has the form:

\[ I = T_5x^2 + T_4xy + T_3y^2 + T_2x + T_1y + T_0 \] (3)

The specular term has the same form except that it has to be raised to a power; the ambient term can be included in the diffuse calculation. This means that the cost per pixel comes down to evaluating two quadratics and raising the specular term to the required power, a cost of 5 additions and one exponentiation.

When the light or viewer directions are not constant then the somewhat more complex Duff terms (Equation 2c) have to be approximated\(^*\). Again it turns out that a quadratic approximation works quite well.

### 3. Quadratic Phong Shading using Angular Interpolation.

Our approach to quadratic Phong shading depends on two major results:

1. A piecewise quadratic expression for the cosine of an angle \( \theta \), \(-\frac{\pi}{2} < \theta < \frac{\pi}{2}\), raised to a power \( n \), \( 1 \leq n \leq 125 \).

2. A linear expression in terms of the pixel position, \( x \), on a scanline for the angle between the interpolated normal vector, \( n \), and the light or highlight vector, \( l \), from Equation 1.

We shall provide a brief statement of the results, enough to indicate the derivation and allow implementation of the ideas. An introduction with more detailed derivations of some early results may be found in [13]\(^\dagger\). The paper covers only the results along a single scanline: here we derive the optimized preprocessing algorithm to set up the parameters for scanline processing.

#### 3.1 Quadratic Approximation for \( \cos^n \).

A piecewise quadratic expression for the cosine of an angle \( \theta \), \(-\frac{\pi}{2} < \theta < \frac{\pi}{2}\), raised to a power \( n \), \( 1 \leq n \leq 125 \), was found by least square fitting:

\* Apart from published errata, there are a couple of further minor corrections that have to be applied to the published version of the approximation, these are also listed under [3] in the references section.

\dagger Please note the corrections given with the reference at the end of this paper.
\[
\cos^n \theta \approx q(\theta, n) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } -b \geq \theta \text{ or } b \leq \theta \\
\frac{(\theta + b)^2}{b (b - a)} & \text{if } -b < \theta < -a \\
\frac{\theta^2}{a b} & \text{if } -a \leq \theta \leq a \\
\frac{(-b - \theta)^2}{b (b - a)} & \text{if } a < \theta < b 
\end{cases}
\] (4)

where:

\[
a = \frac{n + 5.6}{n (0.09 n + 5.2)}
\]

\[
b = \frac{n + 65.0}{5.0 n + 31.7}
\]

This quadratic expression, \( q(\theta, n) \) is parameterized on \( n \), thus no tables are needed. It is certainly accurate in the range it was designed for and usable beyond that range up to about \( n = 256 \). At \( n = 1 \) it deviates from the cosine where its value approaches zero: the slope is much more gradual. This is useful as it removes yet another source of Mach banding found in diffuse illumination.

3.2 Angular Interpolation of Vectors Along a Scanline.

We shall be interpolating by a vector rotation rather than by linear interpolation and renormalization as in the standard Phong method. Clearly any two vectors to be interpolated define a plane. If we interpolate linearly in this plane and renormalize then the angular velocity of the vector is constantly changing, while if we perform equiangular interpolation then the angular velocity is constant. This is illustrated in Figure 1. This difference is of no importance as long as we remain consistent — both approaches are equally ‘wrong’ since both ignore the fact that equal steps along the display screen of a perspective transformed picture are not necessarily equal steps along the facet of the model being rendered.

![Figure 1](image.png)

*Figure 1.* The different rates for linear and angular interpolation.

The progression of linearly interpolated vectors is indicated by the thick lines. Linear interpolation takes equal steps along the dashed line in the figure. The thinner lines are drawn at equal angles. In the extreme case illustrated above it is clear that the angular rate of change of a linearly interpolated vector is smaller near the end points than in the middle.

We shall draw all vectors with a common origin — the centre of a common unit sphere. This can be done because only the directions of the vectors are important, not their relative spatial position. In the derivation we shall use a few familiar results from spherical trigonometry. We adopt the convention that angles at the vertices of the spherical triangles are written as upper case Roman letters and that the angles w.r.t. to the centre of the sphere, the lengths of the sides, are written as lower case Greek letters.
We shall first consider the case of diffuse illumination with interpolated normal vectors and a fixed light direction: \( \mathbf{n}_l \) and \( \mathbf{n}_r \) are the normal vectors at the left and right ends of a scanline respectively, and \( \mathbf{l} \) represents the light vector. The vectors \( \mathbf{n}_l \) and \( \mathbf{n}_r \) lie in a plane \( \mathbf{P} \).

Let \( \mathbf{n} \) be the interpolated vector which lies between \( \mathbf{n}_l \) and \( \mathbf{n}_r \). We proceed in \( \Delta x \) equiangular steps of size \( \frac{\Delta \theta}{\Delta x} \), where \( \Delta \theta \) is the angle between \( \mathbf{n}_l \) and \( \mathbf{n}_r \), and \( \Delta x \) is the number of pixels along the scanline. On the unit sphere we construct a right-angled spherical triangle \( \mathbf{n} \mathbf{p} \mathbf{l} \), \( \mathbf{p} \) being the perpendicular dropped from \( \mathbf{l} \) onto the arc joining \( \mathbf{n}_l \) and \( \mathbf{n}_r \) (see Figure 2). The length of arc \( \mathbf{p} \mathbf{l} \) is \( \gamma \), the constant angle between the plane \( \mathbf{P} \) and the vector \( \mathbf{l} \). If we write \( \alpha \) for the (negative) arc from \( \mathbf{p} \) to \( \mathbf{n}_l \), then by the cosine law for right-angled spherical triangles:

\[
\cos \delta = \cos \gamma \cos \left( \frac{\Delta \theta}{\Delta x} x - \alpha \right)
\]

(5a)

where \( \cos \delta \) is the required angle between the light vector \( \mathbf{l} \) and the rotated normal vector \( \mathbf{n} \).

**Figure 2.** Angular relations within a scanline.
\( \mathbf{n} \) is the interpolated vector which ranges in equal angular steps between \( \mathbf{n}_l \) and \( \mathbf{n}_r \) for a total angle of \( \Delta \theta \); \( \mathbf{p} \) is the perpendicular dropped from the light vector \( \mathbf{l} \) onto the plane of \( \mathbf{n}_l \) and \( \mathbf{n}_r \). \( \gamma \) is the angle between the light vector and the plane of interpolation of \( \mathbf{n} \). Intensity depends on \( \cos \delta = \cos \gamma \cos \left( \frac{\Delta \theta}{\Delta x} x - \alpha \right) \)

\( \phi \) and \( \psi \) are the initial and final angles between the light and the normal vectors on a scanline.

For the specular term \( h \) replaces the light vector in the above argument, and we get:

\[
\cos^n \delta = \cos^n \gamma \cos^n \left( \frac{\Delta \theta}{\Delta x} x - \alpha \right)
\]

(5b)
Since $\gamma$ is constant and by substituting the expression $q(\theta, n)$ from Equation 4 we get a piecewise quadratic expression for Phong shading along a scanline.

3.3 Angular Interpolation Between Scanlines.

The vectors $n_l$ and $n_r$ used above as starting points for scanline angular interpolation are rather expensive to compute if we have to use an explicit rotation between scanlines as suggested in [13]. Although linear interpolation could be used between scanlines the resulting highlights would no longer be symmetric due to the different rates of angular and linear interpolation, even if the underlying geometry were symmetric.

Consider the vector $a = n_l \times n_r$, the axis about which $n$ rotates as it is interpolated on a scanline. Since all vectors except $a$ are unit vectors (we assume angles are less than right angles):

$$\cos \gamma = \sin \left(\frac{\pi}{2} - \gamma\right) = \frac{|a \times l|}{|a|}$$

$$= \sqrt{(n_l \cdot l)^2 - 2(n_l \cdot n_r)(n_l \cdot l)(n_r \cdot l) + (n_r \cdot l)^2}$$

$$\frac{\sin \Delta \theta}{\cos \phi - 2 \cos \phi \cos \Delta \theta \cos \psi + \cos^2 \psi}$$

$$= \sqrt{\frac{(\cos \phi - \cos \psi)^2}{1 - \cos^2 \Delta \theta} + \frac{2 \cos \phi \cos \psi}{1 + \cos \Delta \theta}}$$

(6)

Where $\phi$ is the initial (left-hand) angle and $\psi$ the final (right-hand) angle between the light and interpolated normal (Figure 2).

It is also clear from the cosine law for right-angled spherical triangles that:

$$\cos \gamma = \frac{\cos \phi}{\cos \alpha} = \frac{\cos \psi}{\cos \beta}$$

(7)

We take a trapezium that has its parallel edges aligned with the $x$-axis of the display as a primitive polygon to be shaded. At the four vertices we have four normals: $n_{00}, n_{01}, n_{11}, n_{10}$. We again consider the case of diffuse illumination with a constant light direction $l$ (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Vectors involved in diffuse shading of a trapezoidal facet.
The four normal vectors at the vertices are given as well as the constant light vector, if the light is not within the scene. The other normal vectors are obtained by interpolation.

Once again, since we are only interested in the directions of the vectors and not their relative position we can bring all of them to a common origin (Figure 4). In calculating both diffuse and specular terms there are two pairs of vectors between which we have to be interpolate and one constant vector with respect to which we shall be measuring angles. If we take the case of diffuse illumination we interpolate: \( n_{10} \rightarrow n_{11}, n_{r0} \rightarrow n_{r1} \). The interpolation along the left edge (\( n_{10} \rightarrow n_{11} \)) proceeds in equal steps of angle \( \sigma_l \), while on the right edge the steps are of size \( \sigma_r \). \( S \) is the angle between the two arcs, the left hand and right hand ones, along which the vectors are interpolated. The angles of interest are now explicitly subscripted with the index 'i' to indicate the particular scanline.

Figure 4. Angular relations over a trapezoidal facet.
All vectors drawn in Figure 3 are brought to a common origin, marked by a circle. The interpolation between scanlines is indicated on the left and right by the shaded arcs. The angular interpolation within a scanline is indicated by the thicker arc from \( n_{ii} \) to \( n_{ri} \).

The cosine rule for spherical triangles immediately gives an expression for the range of interpolation as well as the start and end angles for interpolation on each scanline i.
\[
\cos \Delta \theta_i = \cos \lambda_i \cos \rho_i + \sin \lambda_i \sin \rho_i \cos S \quad \quad (8a)
\]
\[
\cos \phi_i = \cos \lambda_i \cos \eta + \sin \lambda_i \sin \eta \cos S_1 \quad \quad (8b)
\]
\[
\cos \psi_i = \cos \rho_i \cos \eta + \sin \rho_i \sin \eta \cos S_2 \quad \quad (8c)
\]

where \( \lambda_i = \lambda_0 + i \sigma_i, \rho_i = \rho_0 + i \sigma_i, S = S_1 + S_2, \) and \( \eta \) is the arc between \( \mathbf{l} \) and the intersection of the left and right interpolation ranges of the normals at \( S \).

Combining Equations \( 6 - 8 \) yields expressions for \( \alpha_i, \Delta \theta_i, \) and \( \gamma_i \). These can be used to drive the quadratic expressions (Equations \( 4 \) and \( 5 \)) for Phong shading along a scanline.

### 3.4 Practical Considerations

In implementing the above expressions a few points are important:

1. The degenerate cases when one or more of the vectors coincide, or lie in the same plane; or if the facet to be shaded is in fact a triangle, have to be detected and dealt with separately with simpler processing.

2. The crossover points in the piecewise quadratic approximation do not necessarily lie on an integer pixel boundary. If forward differences are used to calculate the pixel values then the intensity and the 1st and 2nd differences have to be computed at the ceiling of the crossover points.

Further details on the implementation may be found in the Appendix.

### 3.5 Light or Viewer in the Scene

If either the light source or the viewer are not at infinite distance then we have to apply an approximation. In the case of diffuse illumination the approximation can be intuitively understood as replacing a curved surface with a light source near it with a more convex surface with the light source at infinity. The same can be done for the \( \mathbf{h} \) vector if the viewer or the light is not in a fixed direction.

In order to apply the approximation consider diffuse shading of a trapezium where the light is within the scene. At each vertex of the trapezium two vectors are defined, a normal and a light direction, so we have the pairs: \( (\mathbf{n}_0, \mathbf{I}_0), (\mathbf{n}_1, \mathbf{I}_1), (\mathbf{n}_0, \mathbf{I}_0), (\mathbf{n}_1, \mathbf{I}_1) \). We pick one of the \( \mathbf{l} \) vectors, \( \mathbf{l}_0 \), say, or even any arbitrary vector. The \( \mathbf{n} \) vectors are now rotated by the same amount as the rotation required to rotate their corresponding \( \mathbf{l} \) vector to the single chosen vector. For example, if our chosen vector is \( \mathbf{l}_0 \) then \( \mathbf{n}_1 \) is rotated to give \( \mathbf{n}'_1 \) by the same amount as that required to rotate \( \mathbf{l}_1 \) onto \( \mathbf{l}_0 \). Clearly the angle between \( \mathbf{n}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{l}_1 \) is the same as that between \( \mathbf{n}'_1 \) and the chosen constant vector \( \mathbf{l}_0 \).

There are certain pathological cases involving large angles of interpolation and where the normals lie at about 90° to the light (or highlight) vectors where the approximation breaks down. This is because the angles between \( \mathbf{n} \) and \( \mathbf{l} \) at the vertices are correct but the approximated in between values may be different.

### 3.6 Anti-Aliasing

A simple approximation to anti-aliasing in the form of area sampling may be applied. A pixel is considered to be a square. On the edges of trapezia the square may only be partly covered; the whole trapezium may even be smaller than a pixel. The facet contributes to the pixel in proportion to the area covered by the trapezium. This can be accumulated for all facets which overlap the pixel square if we are guaranteed that no obscured edges will be shaded, e.g., if an object space hidden surface algorithm is used. Transparent polygons are of course allowed.
The diagonal edges of a trapezium, which cut more than one pixel on a single scanline, may be considered a linear modulation of the quadratic shading function. The resultant is a cubic shading function. In other cases, except for pathological cases (single pixel wide trapezia etc.), a single constant factor suffices to multiply the edge pixels. Thus the additional benefit of quadratic shading can be edge anti-aliasing using third order forward differences.

4. Discussion and Comparison of Shading Methods.

It is rather difficult to compare the complexity of various algorithms, particularly if these comparisons are to be used for making practical decisions. We have chosen to express our complexity in terms of the operations typically available on modern RISC architectures which have divisions, seeds for reciprocal square roots, etc. implemented. The salient feature of these architectures is that there is a single standard cycle time for the basic operations — all are equal to the time of a multiplication, say. To be specific we have chosen to express complexity in terms of the kinds of operations found on the Intel® i860™ microprocessor [10], which is designed for 3-D graphics workstations. Further costs of operations were found by referring to standard algorithms, such as those in [1] and [12].

Various typical operations were given the costs indicated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Elementary Operations</th>
<th>Flops</th>
<th>Total Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acos</td>
<td>arc cosine</td>
<td>9+ 6* 1sqrt</td>
<td>13+ 20*</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ang</td>
<td>angle</td>
<td>11+ 9* 1sqrt</td>
<td>15+ 23*</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cos</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>8+ 8*</td>
<td>8+ 8*</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crp</td>
<td>cross product</td>
<td>3+ 6*</td>
<td>3+ 6*</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>div</td>
<td>division</td>
<td>1div</td>
<td>2+ 5*</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dot</td>
<td>dot product</td>
<td>2+ 3*</td>
<td>2+ 3*</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp</td>
<td>exponent int</td>
<td>7*</td>
<td>7*</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expf</td>
<td>exponent float</td>
<td>10+ 8* 1rsr</td>
<td>14+ 22*</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>len</td>
<td>length</td>
<td>2+ 3* 1sqrt</td>
<td>4+ 14*</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ncp</td>
<td>normalized crp</td>
<td>5+ 12* 1rsr</td>
<td>9+ 25*</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsr</td>
<td>reciprocal sqtr</td>
<td>1rsr</td>
<td>4+ 13*</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sin</td>
<td>sine</td>
<td>7+ 8*</td>
<td>7+ 8*</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sqrt</td>
<td>square root</td>
<td>1sqrt</td>
<td>4+ 14*</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Standard Operations and their Complexity.

The comparisons have been made between the following methods, for the cases where the light vector and h vector are constant (i.e., directional light source and viewer at infinity) and where the vectors vary over the facets being shaded (i.e., point light source and viewer within the scene):

1. Basic Phong. By this is meant a method which performs incremental interpolation between scanlines and then at each scanline recomputes the parameters for interpolation along scanlines.

2. Rotation Independent Phong. In the case of triangles a unique expression may be found for the linearly interpolated vectors. This can be evaluated more efficiently.
3. Duff’s optimization applied to triangle primitives, without forward differences.
4. Duff’s optimization applied to triangles, forward differences being used both between and along scanlines.
5. Bishop and Weimer’s quadratic approximation, using forward differences in both x and y.
6. Angular Interpolation for trapezia, the primitive for which the version of the method presented here is aimed at.
7. Angular Interpolation for triangles. A number of terms may be removed when triangles are used. The per facet overhead is much reduced because, for example, no cross products are needed.

The costs were calculated by the most efficient means known, reusing results when possible. Operations were costed at the rates indicated in Table 1. It should be noted that costs of maintaining edges were included in all methods, these were estimated at 12 operations (1 division, 2 additions and 2 multiplications) for preprocessing, and 2 operations (additions) per scanline. For the case where the lights and/or viewer are not at infinity the calculation of the h vectors was included as an overhead (3 additions and 3 multiplications by a reciprocal square root of a scalar product) at 28 operations per h vector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Costs I &amp; h constant</th>
<th>Costs I &amp; h varying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facet</td>
<td>Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Basic Phong</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Rotation Indep. Phong</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Duff Calculated</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Duff using Differences</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Bishop &amp; Weimer</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Angular, Trapezia</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Angular, Triangle</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Costs in Elementary Operations for Various Shading Methods.
The methods described in this paper are analysed in terms of their incremental costs incurred for preprocessing every facet (triangle or trapezium), and within a facet for preprocessing the scanlines and finally the incremental cost of generating pixels.

Once the costs of the various methods has been presented as above, the next question is the break even point. There is a break even point because cheaper methods have greater scanline and facet overheads. This question is also difficult to answer since shading quality and the basic primitives differ. However to give an indication break even points were calculated by asking at what point the facet overhead was outweighed by the linear accumulation of benefits per scanline and the quadratic accumulation of benefits per pixel.
Table 3. Break even points in terms of pixels for the various methods. The methods numbers are the same ones used in the previous table. For example, the entry in the row labelled 7 in the first column of the second table is 41. This means that for facets of average size 41 pixels or more the cost of angular interpolation is less than simple Phong shading.

It can be seen that for constant light and view vectors the Duff optimization using forward differences (method 4) has a low break even point and because of its greater simplicity and accuracy is probably the better method. The break even of Bishop and Weimer's method (method 5) is also low.

In the case of the point light source or viewer within the scene, the method of choice is clearly the Taylor series approximation of Bishop and Weimer (method 5). It has a break even of 10 pixels which is only surpassed by the relatively inefficient rotation independent Phong method (number 2).

Figure 5. Comparison of Gouraud, Phong and Angular Shading. The objects were all shaded with constant light and viewer directions. The top picture is Gouraud shaded, the left hand is Phong and the right hand is angular interpolation. There is no difference between the results for Phong and angular shading and both are a improvement over Gouraud shading.
It is clear that the very low pixel cost of the angular interpolation method incurs too high an overhead to make it a general solution, this is particularly the case with the simplest situation: light and view direction constant. The prime virtue of this method is its ultimate simplicity and extremely low complexity which make it an ideal solution for hardware implementation. As a software method it is attractive if the facets and their overhead can be farmed out to a number of independent processors.

As far as the appearance of the angular interpolation method is concerned no visible differences could be detected in comparison to standard Phong shading (Figures 5 & 6). The method dealt successfully with light and viewers within the scene. Naturally the shading effects were much better than for Gouraud shading.

![Figure 6: Phong vs. Angular Shading for point lights and viewer in scene.](image)

The Phong shaded images are on the left and the angular interpolated images on the right. In the top pair the light source is within the scene and in the bottom pair the viewer approaches the object more closely. The changing lighting effects are accurately modelled, again there is no difference between the results for Phong and angular shading.

5. Conclusion.

The angular interpolation method is preferred when low incremental pixel costs are essential. It may be attractive as a general shading if the overheads for the facet shading can be distributed amongst parallel processors. The Taylor series approximation of Bishop and Weimer is a good software solution to fast Phong shading. The overhead of the Taylor series approximation compares very well with those of other optimizations of the Phong shading model.
Appendix: Pseudo Code for Angular Interpolation.

The following pieces of (pseudo-)code present the details of implementing the general case of shading a scanline aligned trapezium. The variables used correspond with those employed in Section 3. The various tests to detect degenerate cases have been symbolically brought into various cases of a case statement. In fact it is more efficient to use results produced during normal processing for the tests.

```
procedure shader( Vector n0, n1, n2, n3, light
                   Float gloss,
                   Integer upperScanline, lowerScanline )

    height := lowerScanline - upperScanline
    case checkForDegeneracy( n0, n1, n2, n3 ) of
      allEqual: ... inOnePlane: ... leftConstant: ... rightConstant: ...
    generalCase:
      axisl := normalizedCrossProduct( n0, n1 ) /* axes about which vectors */
      axistr := normalizedCrossProduct( n2, n3 ) /* rotate between scanlines */
      intersection := normalizedCrossProduct( axisl, axistr )
      cosd := dotProduct( intersection, light ) /* Reverse intersection if cosd < 0 */
      dPlane := crossProduct( intersection, light )
      triplel := dotProduct( dPlane, axisl ) /* scalar triple product=sin d * cosS */
      tripler := dotProduct( dPlane, axistr ) /* scalar triple product=sin d * cosS */
      cosS := dotProduct( axisl, axistr ) /* S= angle between planes of interpolation */
      /* Calculate angles on left interpolation ***/
      cosStartl := dotProduct( intersection, n0 )
      cosEndl := dotProduct( intersection, n1 )
      cosRange := dotProduct( n0, n1 )
      lambda0 := arccos( cosStartl )
      lambdastep := arccos( cosRange )/height
      if cosEndl < minimum( cosStartl, cosRange ) then lambdastep := -lambdastep
      sinStart := sin( lambda0 )
      cosStep := cos( lambdastep )
      sinStep := sin( lambdastep )
      /* Calculate angles for right interpolation: same as left above ***/
      /* cosStartr, cosEndr, cosRange, rhoq, rhoqstep, sinStart, cosStep, sinStep */
      /* Preprocessing for trapezium done, now we can proceed with the scanlines ***/
      scanline := upperScanline
    while scanline <= lowerScanline do
      cosPhi := cosd*cosStartl + sinStart*triplel
      cosPsi := cosd*cosStartl + sinStart*tripler
      cosDeltaTheta := cosStartl*cosStartl + sinStart*sinStart*cosS
      gamma := (cosPsi - cosPhi)*(cosPsi - cosPhi) + 2.0*(1.0 -
                 cost)*cosPhi*cosPsi
      gamma := sqrt( gamma/(1.0 - cosDeltaTheta*cosDeltaTheta) )

      deltaTheta := arccos( cosDeltaTheta )
      cosAlpha := cosPhi/gamma
      cosBeta := cosPsi/gamma
      if (cosBeta < cost) && (cosBeta < cosAlpha) then alpha := -arccos( cosAlpha )
      else alpha := arccos( cosAlpha )
      cosNextl := cosStartl*cosStepl - sinStartl*sinStepl
      cosNextr := cosStartl*cosStepr - sinStartr*sinStepr
      sinNextl := sinStartl*cosStepl + cosStartl*sinStepl
    end
```
\[ \sinNextT := \sinStartT + \cosStepT + \cosStartT + \sinStepT \]
\[ \cosStartT := \cosNextT \]
\[ \cosNextT := \cosNextT \]
\[ \sinStartT := \sinNextT \]
\[ \sinNextT := \sinNextT \]
\[ \text{gamma} := \text{exponentiate}( \text{gamma}, \text{gloss} ) \]
\[ \text{call} \ \text{yProc}( \alpha, \delta \theta, \text{gamma}) \]
\begin{verbatim}
scnline++
  od /* while scanline <= lowerScanline */
esac /* anyDegeneracy */
end procedure
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
procedure yProc( Float alpha, deltaTheta, gamma )
/*
Assume a,b, parameters of the quadratic approximation to \( \cos^n \) are set.
The denominators used below are \( sd13 = 2/(b*(b-a)) \), \( sd2 = -2/(b*a) \).
*/
width := xr - xl
ddx := deltaTheta/width
dx := 1.0/ddx
ddx := ddx*dx*dx*gamma
alpha*dx := alpha*dx*dx
middle := alpha*dx*dx + xl
xl := int(middle - b*dx)
x := int(middle - a*dx)
x := int(middle + a*dx)
x := int(middle + b*dx)
if xr > x then
  if x < xl then left := x
  else left := x
  if left < xl then
call eval( left, min( xr, xl), sd13, 0.0, xbl )
  left := xbl+1
fi
if xr > xl then
  if left < x then
call eval( left, min(xr, xar), sd2, gamma, xal)
  left := xal+1
fi
if left < xbr && xr > xar then call eval( left, min(xr, xar), sd13, 0.0, xar)
fi
fi
end procedure
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
procedure eval( FixedPoint xstart, xend, ddx, fnExtreme, offset )
deltaX := xend - xstart
i := fnExtreme + ddi+offset+offset/2 /*Start Intensity*/
di := ddi/2 + ddi+offset /* First difference */
call generatePixels( xstart, deltaX, i, di, ddi ) /* Calculate via forward differences */
end /* procedure eval */
\end{verbatim}
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Please note that on p. 321 the definitions of $a$ and $b$ should be swapped.